Pipeline of Programs
For startup teams:
- **Project Olympus PROBE projects** (students, faculty, alumni)
- **NSF I-Corps Site** (nascent companies)
For individuals:
- **Innovations Scholars** (undergraduates)
- **James R. Swartz Entrepreneurial Fellows** (graduate students)
- **Innovation Fellows** (senior PhD students and postdocs)
Funding opportunities:
- **Olympus Spark Grants** (Olympus PROBE teams)
- **Open Field Entrepreneurs Fund** (recent alumni)

Workshops & Talks
- **CONNECTS** (all)
- **Inside-Out Commercialization** (faculty, postdocs, grad students)
- **James R. Swartz Entrepreneurial Leadership Series** (all)

Events & Competitions
- **Project Olympus Show & Tell** (showcase for the community)
- **LaunchCMU** (showcase for investors and entrepreneurial alumni)
- **Entrepreneurship Bootcamp** (all)
- **McGinnis Venture Competition** (all students)